
          INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY
                              POWAI, MUMBAI 400076.

Advertisement No.: IRCC/EXT152/2019

Job Title
Project Research Associate

Job Reference Number
50112534

Application End Date
25.11.2019

Type of Employment
Proj. Staff Contract

No. of Position(s)
  3 

IITB Project Recruitment:

Project title: Development of Desktop-Based Driving Simulator for Non-Lane Based Mixed Traffic
System.

About the project: I.Project description The project involves developing desktop based driving
simulators by integrating a game engine (Unity3D/Unreal Engine) with a traffic simulator
(SUMO/VISSIM). In specific, the work involves developing a two-way communication module
between a game engine and a traffic simulator that helps interaction and exchange of information
between them. While the traffic simulator helps generate various driver-behavior-models-based traffic
scenarios, the game engine allows a real external driver to take control of one of the simulated
vehicles and drive by him/herself. After this is accomplished, the developed software module will be
connected with various driving related hardware components such as steering wheel, brake/clutch
pedals, gearbox, etc.

Essential Qualifications & Experience:

Essential Qualification

a. A Bachelors degree in Computer Science/Electronics/Civil engineering/ Mechanical Engineering
from a reputed institution with minimum 60% marks with 2 years of relevant experience.

 b. or a PG in related field from a reputed institution with minimum 60%

 2. Desirable

 a. Knowledge of Virtual Reality (VR) tools such as OculusGo, Oculus Rift, etc.

 b. Version control system usage (e.g. Git, Mercurial, Subversion) for effective version management

 c. Visual Studio C++/Any popular C++ IDE

 d. Experience in making game engines from scratch Experience in game development using
Unity3D and/or Unreal Engine tools is a must

 e. Basic knowledge of graphic effects, material shaders, and post-processing effects.



f. Experience in developing large program in C/C++ programming languages from scratch

 3. Experience in using traffic simulators such as SUMO and VISSIM will be an added advantage.

 The specific skill set required with respect to traffic simulations is:

 a. Using SUMO's (TraCI) and/or VISSIM's (COM) interface

 b. Basic understanding of the driver behavioral models such as car-following and lane-changing

 c. Understanding of driver behavioral data such as vehicular trajectory data.

 d. Experience in connecting the game engine software controls with USB based hardware
components such as steering wheel, brake/clutch pedals, gearbox, etc.

Job Profile:
Job description

 1. Developing a software interface and simulation cases using game engines such as Unity3D
and/or Unreal Engine.

 The specific skill set required with regards to game development is:

 a. Basic understanding of Entity-Component-System (ECS) architecture

 b. Experience with creating various (sub)modules in game engines

 c. Using Unity3D's C# based and/or Unreal Engine's C++ based APIs to implement various gaming
object behaviors

 d. Working with multi-peripheral games/simulations III

Pay Details:
Level O3: Salary Range from Rs.40000 to  Rs. 56000 + Rs.5000.00/- Out Of Campus Allowance (if
applicable) p.m.

General information:
The position is temporary for a period of 1 year and tenable only for the duration of the project.
The appointment is for time bound project and the candidate is required to work mainly for the
successful completion of the project. The selection committee may offer lower or higher designation
and lower or higher salary depending upon the experience and performance of the candidate in the
interview.
Candidates called for interview will be required to attend at his/ her own expenses.
For any queries/clarification please contact: recruit@ircc.iitb.ac.in

                                      


